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Climb aboard your vehicle and become the master of the track! Choose your car and customize it! Versus AI or your
friends! Play on the controller or keyboard!

In Voxel Race you will have the choice between two game modes: Free mode where you can explore the city at your leisure and
race mode where your goal is to make the best time against the clock!

 Features:

■ Nice cubic decorations!
■ Race against the clock!
■ A great map explorable!
■ Partial joystick support!
■ Customization system!

■ Day / night system!
■ Good music!
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Title: Voxel Race
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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meh game is ok i got 2 dlcs for free so its easy. Pretty good, and its free, so the most you'll waste is your time. Writing is solid if
occasionally a tad florid, art is pretty. Decent amount of characterization fit in for such a short run time (about an hour for all
routes). It can be frustrating, however, that not all variables outside your affect stay the same, which cuts down immensely on
the feeling of player agency purely to pad out the run time.. Good Game Absolutely, Enjoyable. This software is simple to use,
nicely featured and produces fantastic quality videos with little-to-no stress to the system or slowdown in what you're playing.
Highly recommended especially while on sale.. This game is lots of fun! Very easy to pick up, hard to put down. Looking
forward to the implementation of cell phone controllers and perhaps some new items. I have no idea what all the developers
have in store, but even at its current price point, is well worth the couch fun with buddies.. Its not realy a game its an experience,
but i realy liked it.. This story doesn't take itself seriously and, if you want to enjoy it, you shouldn't either. You're in for a
cartoony romp with a straightforward plot and lots and lots of deus ex machina if you play this game. I didn't enjoy as much as I
thought I might but that was likely because I went in with the wrong attitude but I'm certain many people would find its silly and
irreverent tone to be quite entertaining as long as they were aware of it before getting in too deep.. This is a really pretty homage
to the Ghouls n Ghosts series, but a lot more forgiving! At least so far.... IT WAS GOOD I LICKED IT A LITTEL HARD TO
USE THO BUT A GRATE GAM I WOULD US A CONTROLLER THO
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Nice little game. The AI is fairly good, entertaining and a bit of a challenge on highest difficulty. Never seems to match on
multiplayer though - in time hopefully this will improve (more players needed!) - not a huge amount of replayability though if
restricted to single player only.
. Everything CycloneInAmes said is spot on and true.

Just don't buy this steaming pile of doo doo.

After seen it on Jim Sterling, I thought I needed a good laugh playing something crap.

Let me tell you the true... I didn't laugh once, all the time I was saying to myself "Oh my.. this is so totally AWFUL, and
99.999% unfinished. why did I buy this crap in the first place"

The download size in 10.9GB, once Steam unpacks it 19GB. I'm going to start this review with on statement that I believe to be
true.

If you like the Hitman series, you WILL like Death to Spies: Moment of Truth

Death to Spies is essentially a carbon copy of Hitman in a WW2 setting. A lot of the gameplay will be extremely familiar to you
and you will enjoy it the same way you enjoyed Hitman. Hell, it's even got an "A new life" type of level where there's a house
being guarded by the feds, and the game plays out like Hitman: Contracts, where you watch as Agnet 47 wakes up and then play
through his memories of the missions that led up to this point.

Death to Spies has all of that.

If you haven't played Hitman, but you're interested in Death to Spies, the game basically works as a giant playground of strategic
freedom. You enter the level, receive your objectives, and then the game stops holding your hand while you work out everything
yourself. You choose what order you'll complete the objectives in, how many people you'll kill, and plant all kinds of traps to
catch your enemy off guard.

My main problems with this game is that the controls can be a little clunky at times, and that CTRL+S quicksaves, for some
reason. F5 already does that, game. I don't need another control to do that for me.

Other than that, Death to Spies: Moment of Truth, is an exciting extension of Hitman that I would definitely recommend to any
stealth strategy fans.. First off, This is just weird. I really wish steam had a middle of the road option when making reviews. I
both recommend and dont recommend this game.

Let me start with saying the sonny flash games are one of my all time favs and insanly nostalgic for me. When i heard about a
remake of the first exsisting and being on steam i imediatly bought it. and now that i had honestly. its bearly worth the price of
\u00a34
Its amazing to see the game getting a whole new coat of paint, the graphics look really nice, the sound track improved. But then
you get to the flaws. It seems incredibly unfair and honestly a kick in the gut when a full pc remake has less features than the
free flash version.
No full voice acting just the "occasional say one word or 2 words in a dialoge"
 when you equip new items you dont see sonny equip them.
When you learn a new abbility you cant easily move it around on the skill wheel like you could in the flash games ( drag and
drop)
no interactive backgrounds ( in the flash games you could click on thing in the background and get extra little lore snippits)

It feelsl ike the devs forgot what it was that made sonny so special and incredible when it was a flash game which was that it felt
like a fully fledged game that was also fun to play. It feels like they forgot part of this along the road when making this.

now i know ive mainly complained about the game so far. BUT if you have never played sonny before honestly i would say just
play the flash games. as you most likelyt wouldnt like this and the flahs games are so much better. if you have played sonny i
suggest you get this justy to experience it and see the new graphical changes and the sound track, but just be prepared to be
dissopointed in the stuff it lacks. Bad Game just because it only makes fun for about 1 hour after that its just anoying also it
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sometimes crash without reason.
Wouldn't buy it not for this price.. If it was 1994 I would never forget about this game, \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2606 \u2606.. I
PERSONALY like this game, as it has everything I like: Chicken as playable character, guns, shooting chickens and a non-
serious gameplay.
HOWEVER I bought it 0,49\u20ac, and I think this is the right price, because it is a poor game overall. There are only two
modes, two enemies (at least for the first waves) and you can just shoot and throw granades. You can change weapon by buying
them after a looot of time. I think this should be signed as alpha, as it seems really empty. Don't buy it at full price. I've only
played about an hour. So, my first run-through I got shot at by a guy in a hut on the beach roughly SW of the starting point...a
mile and a half maybe. So I flank around to the other side. He's still looking where I had been. Damn the hard tiki floor! As
soon as I stepped on it he turned around and shot me with a pump-action. I run through and go a bit more right this time and
came up on a burning hut\/small village of three huts. A dead chick with a battery in her hand and a hole in her head is lying on
the ground between the first two. I grab the battery and circle around to get inside the big hut where I discover another dead
body holding a .45. Aha and it has three rounds in it! Yay! I head back towards pump-action Al, only this time I come up over a
ridge from the other side where I can look down on him better. I see no one else. I sneak as close as I can with my gun aimed at
him until he begins to turn around. I fill him with lead! Inside are another pump-=action, fully-loaded, (8 rounds) fuel and lots
of food. Not bad, but I had to quit so I can work-out and get ready to crash. So far, it needs work, but pretty fun and definitely,
if you think someone can see you but they haven't fired yet...back off and try to get around them from behind. YOU'VE BEEN
WARNED!

8\/10 Will play and die again and again...:P. When I first played Men of Valor some years back I was amazed by how realistic
the game felt, between the constant ambushes to the jungles of Vietnam itself. Now that it's on Steam and with a slightly more
powerful PC I been playing the game on the highest resolution and realize how new yet still amazing it feels to go back into the
game.. Cancer. Trash. Just more stupid guitar-hero like QTEs, with 1$ budget.
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